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Joshi, S. S. Ed.—SiddhantakaumudI, with Balarnanorama
Commentary of Vasudeva Diksita and Rupalekbana
Panktilekhanaprakara by Gopal Sastri Nene. Edited
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A collection of eight topics dealing with ancient Tamil literature.
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Poems relating to Gautama (Indrabbuti) with Gautamyiya Prakash,
a commentary by Kshemakalyan Gani.
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A broad review of patriotic poetry of the Maharashtra poets.
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Demy 8vo. pp. 450. Pub.: Editor, Aryabhushan Press,
Poona, 1941.	[817
" Unlike the other plays in Sanskrit, this deals with diplomacy and
politics to the entire exclusion of love, without having a single
female character, a fact which might appear almost impossible to
believe. The style of the poet is also direct and vigorous keeping
with the dignity of the subject-matter that is portrayed. The drama
deals with the events that happened during the year immediately
after the defeat of the Nandas and the installation of Chandragupta
Maurya as Emperor, The interest of the play centres round the
theme of winning over of Raksasa, a capable minister of the Nandas,
who remained faithful to them even after their defeat by Ganakya, a
clear-headed, self-confident, intriguing politician, who is responsible
for Chandragupta Maurya's accession to the throne". QJMS. XXXII,
pp. 240-242.
Kashyap, Mohanlal—Rakshabandhan and other Poems.
With a Foreword by Nicholas Roerich. T*&A\
pp. ii + 22. International Book House, Bombay, 1941. [818
"Together with lofty ideals which shall forever remain inseparable
from the essence of India's wisdom, there are also being portrayed
faithful features of oriental life. The soul of a true poet weaves a
wreath to characteristic oriental beauty, resounding to the splendour
of Indian festivals, customs, traditions, thought, heroic achievements
and devotional". Foreword, p. i.

